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Meera walks along the shores of a beach in Goa. She finds a spot to seat herself and takes out

a laptop that was last used decades ago. On it, she reads what her fiancé Varun had once

written for her. With those words, she travels back in time, to a life she had left behind. She

revisits their story of young love, and all the heartache that came with it.



When Varun met Meeraa campus story.Ashwath SezhianIn the loving memory of my friend,Dr

Hari Krishnan (1997-2019)Part OneShe walks across the shore; her salwar blows in the wind

with each falling wave.She finds a spot beside the stony remnants of a fort that stood hundreds

of years ago. She crosses her legs and gently seats herself on the sand. Most of the tides

won't reach this far, except for some during the late evening hours.She allows the salty breeze

to blow her hair back, revealing the entirety of her face to the ocean. Her eyes struggle to keep

themselves open as tiny drops of water jump into them from the Arabian Sea, almost as if the

sea itself awaited the story she was about to read.From the handbag around her shoulder, she

retrieves a laptop, or at least the working remains of it.The screen bore a diagonal crack from

one corner, and was pixelated towards the middle. The body was scratched, dented and the

metallic print of the logo had faded entirely.She had no intention of returning home with that

device, for it only had one purpose left in its lifespan, and that was to complete this story.The

display shows his photo. He's wearing a shirt, with a blazer resting on his forearm. She types in

her date of birth as the password, and the screen opens up.She clicks on the notepad, and

everything is just how he had left it — so full of hope, love, and dreams. She thinks of the last

time he had typed on this keyboard, it felt like a life left behind.Before she finishes his story,

she must first read everything he had written from the very start, twenty years ago.'Meera, my

betrothed, I write this story knowing that this is our last couple of weeks away from each

other.'She doesn't read out loud, but her lips still mouth the words as her eyes trace the words

on the screen, and when she does, she can hear him again. The depth of his voice amongst

the falling of the waves.She almost doesn't want to do it; she almost wishes she could throw

the laptop away and shut out every memory of him. But she remembers how the story starts,

and the look on his face when he first saw her. It was that of instant attraction, the kind they

would talk about in fairy tales between princes and princesses.But she was so much more now.

She was a warrior for the way she'd loved, and the way she still does.She gathered her

strength once again, and read what he had written for her decades ago.Her name was Meera

and this was the story of how Varun met her.CHAPTER ONEMeera, my betrothed, I write this

story knowing this is our last couple of weeks away from each other. And by the time you read

this, we would be up high in a compact cable car gently stretching through the sky with our feet

hanging over the mountain ranges of the Himalayas, having the most memorable moment of

our lives as all newly married couples do. And when you read this again, years after that

moment had passed, we would have had children, raised them the way you always wanted—

with my discipline and your over protectiveness. And maybe, when you read this one last time,

we would be grandparents—our hearts tired, yet in love. Our hearts slow, but that would be

enough. For we would have ran through a lifetime together, and in that life, we would've had our

forever. This is my wedding gift to you Meera. The first of many parts. Because you know how

ambitious I get; one book is never enough.This book is about our college life, and how we fell in

love. But most importantly, how we stayed together when things got tough.It started in 2014,

when we were seventeen. And I remember it as though it was only yesterday. It began on the

shoulders of Mani Ratnam and AR Rahman's masterpiece,

Alaipayuthey.Alaipayuthey2014-2015It was the seventh of July, two days after the college had

started. Our canteen was placed in between the ladies and the gents common room, within the

four walls of the college. Unlike the food court, the canteen wasn't impressive, it only sold puffs,

sandwiches and the Pepsi bottles, which later stopped because of the plastic ban.The canteen

was designated for just one unique purpose that no other premise within the campus could



serve. It was a hunting ground, even during the daytime.My friend Kiran had already fallen

victim, it was his second time in the first three days of college. And like all good friends, he

dragged me down along with him.I pretended as though I couldn't hear the seniors call me, but

when Kiran yelled my name, I turned around in a reflex.There were five of them laughing as

Kiran stood ahead. I imagine if he wanted to, he could've easily outrun them, given his athletic

build but he chose not to. I suppose that's a choice we all have to make during our first few

days in college—whether we should go down quietly or put up a fight.By fight, I mean

complaining to the anti-ragging helpline numbers that were on posters all over our college

campus, with a headline '100% ragging free' highlighted in bold and italics.They were all

laughing, and I was smiling too knowing that my bluff had been called out.'Come, sir. Come.

Would you like to sit down?' one of the seniors got up, and offered me their seat.I declined

because his voice was soaked with sarcasm.'You thought we wouldn't notice if you acted as

though you couldn't hear us?' one of them said, and laughed at his own question.I

nodded.'What's your name?''Varun, Sir,' I answered, maintaining eye contact with all five of

them.'Hostel?''No, Sir. College bus.''You've escaped then. Did you ask your batch-mates about

yesterday? They pulled an all-nighter.'I had seen the video of the guys strip, and belly dance to

Sunny Leone's Babydoll. It really was a sight for sore eyes.'Yes, Sir.''We were just asking your

friend Kiran here about the hottest girls in your batch.'I grinned even wider, glancing at him

from the corner of my eye, because I knew whose name he wanted to say. He hadn't stopped

talking about her since day one.Fiona. Our class representative. She never shied away to show

her curves underneath the tightest of her kurtis.'But your friend really hasn't said anything, so

you answer the question for him, and the both of you can go.'I glanced at him, then looked

back at the seniors. 'Sir, even I don't know--'They interrupted me, almost lowering their voice to

match ours, 'Listen Varun, we've been here for an entire year, and have been looking at the

same girls over and over again. We've gotten sick and tired of it. So think of this as a favour,

name a few girls and you can leave.'I learnt something that moment, and it held true even for

us. The ones who were really itchy to rag were the ones who just spent an entire year of

receiving the same.Kiran was silent, and the seniors just kept throwing questions at

us.Eventually, they asked whether the two of us were homosexuals.'It's not that, Sir. But umm,

epadi solradhu...''No one up to your standards?' said another senior, who hadn't spoken until

now.I snapped my fingers together and pointed it towards him. 'Exactly sir.'They started

smiling.'I'm like Madhavan, Sir. So I need someone like Shalini.'That's when they started

laughing, their curious eyes now turning into something resembling adoration.'Epadi epadi, nee

Madhavan, unaku Shalini venuma?''Of course, Sir.'By then, even Kiran wasn't afraid to show

his teeth out to us.'I have his height, his colour, what else do I need, Sir?'I regretted the latter

half of that sentence as soon as the words left my mouth. There's a fine line that separates

stupidity from overconfidence and I had crossed it.They were like hyenas, immediately

pouncing onto the answer. 'We've got it buddy, you need someone like Shalini. Wait, let's see

who we can find.'We were in the open-roofed canteen that's in between the common rooms, so

you could always find a decent amount of crowd there no matter the time, hence the ideal

hunting ground.They told us to move out of their way so they could find a good view of the girls

leaving their common room, and they did.They saw a girl called Vidya, who was taller than the

rest, with her hair let loose, traversing the entire length of her thin figure and ending just above

her waist.And beside that tall, long haired girl was you. But of course, I didn't see you then. I

was too busy thinking about what they were going to ask me to do, although I had an

idea.'Juniors!' they yelled out, and the two of you turned around together.'This boy has

something to say to you.''Sir, come on sir. I don't even know who they are.''Ay, you're in medical



college, brother. You're going to spend five and a half years with them. You might as well start

now.'Kiran was giving me the look, and in his eyes I could tell all he wanted to say was 'You

should've just shut the fuck up.'You, along with Vidya walked closer, and as you both did, the

attention of everyone in the canteen shifted to us.One of the seniors then got up and

whispered, 'Propose to them how Madhavan did, but in English, doesn't look like they know

Tamil.' They presumed that because of Vidya's honey coloured complexion. That's how shallow

people in college really were.I immediately knew what they wanted me to say. They wanted me

to recite the dialogue from the movie, and how could I not know that. It was responsible for an

entire generation of hearts to sink into their chests.'Pick a girl and propose.' they said. Before I

could even say something, they quickly contradicted, 'No, no, we'll pick one out for you.'They

pointed at Vidya.And I could hear their voices from the back of me, 'If you're Madhavan, then

she's Shalini and this is Alaipayuthey.'Some of them laughed, Kiran certainly did because he

wasn't the subject of this entire episode of humiliation.I walked closer to you, yet my eyes were

only on Vidya. I mean, I had to do justice to my role. I lowered myself on one knee and looked

into her eyes. She looked far from impressed; she just wanted to get this over with.'Na unna

virambula--''NAME!' they yelled from behind, 'He starts it with her name.''What's your name?' I

asked quietly, Vidya rolled her eyes towards you, then looked back at me.There were many

more people around us now, and my cheeks started to flush.'Vidya,' she whispered, her voice

deeper than I imagined.The seniors began clapping while some started to whistle. They urged

me to begin.'Vidya,' I said, 'Naan unna virumbala, un maela aasai padla, nee azhagaa

irukkannu nenakkala, aana--, adhudhaan nadandhumonnu bayama irukku.'I made it a point to

pause at the correct moments, look at her between the words and modulate my voice as good

as I can.And as I rose back up, they said, 'We wanted it in English.'I heard people giggle, and I

swear, I could hear you giggle as well.I knelt back down, my heart still racing against my chest.

'I don't like you, I don't have any affection towards you, I don't think you look beautiful but I'm

afraid that will happen.'The English translation wasn't as magical as it was in Tamil but it still

warranted the cheers.Vidya turned around and told you, 'It's getting late for class.' She had no

tolerance for things like this.The seniors began clapping, and so did everyone around us. Their

excitement quickly faded so they turned towards Kiran; the next episode had begun.Just before

the two of you left, I spoke again. This time I was on my feet.'I'm sorry,' I said, raising a hand.

And when Vidya acknowledged me, I apologised to you too.And that was when I saw you and

when I did, I never looked away from your face. I didn't notice what you were wearing, or the

length of your hair. Instead, I noticed the sparkle in your pebble-shaped eyes, your cheekbones

and the way they arched outside, the dimple over your chin, the brown of your skin, and Meera,

my life hasn't been the same since."�"�"�She shuts her eyes, ensuring the tears do not escape. And

when she opens them again, she takes note of her reflection in the part of the display screen

that wasn't pixelated, which acted as a mirror underneath the yellow rays of the sun.The eyes

in which he had once lost himself in were now older, its sparkle milder yet undying. Her once

flawless brown skin that carefully highlighted the features of her face, had lost its shine and

now bore withered scars of her past.That seventeen year old girl who saw him fall on one knee

was now a woman, burdened with age and the touch of a tragedy.Yet there was a part of her

that always knew, that in his eyes, she would always look beautiful."�"�"�I began noticing you a lot

more often, Meera. I wasn't trying to but somehow you kept melting into my field of vision. Even

if it was in between classes, during the breaks or when I and the rest of the guys were playing

football in Wembley.Wembley as in, the cow dung filled ground at the back of our food court. (In

case you forgot.)It was just after the first week of college. After all the seats in the classroom

were filled—there were a hundred and fifty of us in the same class, we were guided into the



lecture hall for the first time. I hadn't seen anything like it. It played with the various shades of

blue, its walls in one tone, the carpet and the staircase in another, and the rolling chairs each

of us sat on, a shade of navy. It felt as though we were walking underneath the sea. The hall

had a long complicated name like the others, but over time, it was referred to by us as 'the blue

one'.There was a sort of mystical silence that bestowed on all of us when we entered but it

quickly vanished when we rushed to get the best seats.The rows ascended—the first row being

on level with the podium and the last, at least a few metres higher.Kiran, I and a few other guys

we became friends with, rushed to one of the higher rows. We didn't pick the one at the end,

figuring that would be the one that gets asked the most questions. So we chose to sit

somewhere higher than the middle one. That way, the lecturer could still see our faces and we

would have ample time to hide our laptops if they chose to climb the staircase.The boys were

on one side, and the girls were on the other. And I still remember where you sat, in the second

row with your denim-fabric Nike bag on your lap.I don't know if it was your beauty or if it was

just due to a surge of hormones, but something made me never take my eyes away from

you.The Dean who was a neurosurgeon welcomed the entire batch and said that we were all

budding doctors, and we should behave like it too—no overgrown hair, no tattoos, no shameful

attitude, no disrespecting the professors and so on.The speech went on for around two hours,

and it was agonising. Kiran had leaned back into his rolling chair and dozed off. The others in

my row connected their earphones and began watching movies. I would've done the same too,

but just at that moment Meera, I saw you yawn.Bloody hell, it was hilarious. Your mouth opened

so damn wide, and all I could think was how a girl who is barely five foot three could manage to

pull off a yawn like that.I started laughing beneath my lips, and oh no, it wasn't good. It made its

way into the back of my throat, and there were only two ways out of it—either to cough like I

had Tuberculosis or burst laughing. It was the type of laughter that would swallow you the more

you try to control it, and being in a room with near pin drop silence didn't help.I tried Meera, I

honestly did. I looked only at the Dean, tried to immerse myself into his speech but the very

thought of you in the second row, yawning as wide as you did made it

uncontrollable.Eventually, my body began shaking and the kind of sound you produce from the

back of your throat started getting loud enough to be heard. Kiran woke up, 'What the fuck is

wrong with you?'And then I lost it. I fell below the table, laughing. The entire row started to

freak out because the attention shifted to them. The boy beside me, Saurab, gave me my bag

and told me to bite down on the strap so the laughter could be concealed.It wasn't, though.For

a neurosurgeon, the Dean was more impatient than I expected. He didn't spend time to identify

what the disturbance was. Instead, he just sent the entire seventh row out.For one guy, the

entire row of thirteen were penalised. And that was the first of many sacrifices.As the years

went on, for one breakup, the entire thirteen had their hearts broken. For one fight, the entire

thirteen had started to bleed. And for one act of disobedience, there were thirteen

suspensions.That day, under the echoes of my laughter, a beautiful friendship of thirteen was

forged. While walking out, they were on one side, and I was on the other, so they could cover

me from the dean.Outside the hall after I recomposed, they asked me what made me laugh.

And I told them everything about you, and that I needed to know your name.Rudhra, who later

became one of my closest friends and the reason for most of our fights, said, 'Her name is

Meera, she travels in my bus.'The first month of college came and went, and a kind of routine

had set in. I'd wait at the bus stop at a quarter to eight in the morning, strike a conversation

with some of the seniors who were more than willing to talk (after word of my mini Alaipayuthey

spread), then came the class hours where I would sit in the seventh row, engage in

meaningless gossip and watch a couple of Game of Thrones episodes at a stretch, then



football during lunch and maybe, if we were in the mood for the afternoon session, we'd attend

the class or else we'd visit the multiplex close-by.The best part about our college was that it

was situated on the highway connecting Chennai to Bangalore, which meant we had

everything we wanted at our fingertips. There was an amusement park five minutes away, both

McDonalds and KFC outlets were only three kilometres down the road, a cinema theatre and

an apartment under construction were nearby as well.But even with all that Meera, it was the

parts in between that pulled me in, where I would look at you, and sometimes you would look

at me too, and time itself would stand still.Rudhra told me everything he knew about you as

well, that you were ragged in the bus and made to dance and that you always adjusted your

dupatta before you started and wore your white coat to cover yourself as well. While that was

interesting in itself, the part which I made Rudhra repeat nearly ten times was when he

overheard you speaking to your batch-mate and you told her, 'When Varun proposed to Vidya, I

was breathless.'You had known my name. I mean, I know most of the batch would've

recognised my friends and me, for we were sent out in front of everyone, but you took the extra

initiative to know who I was. That may not seem like much to you, but for a boy who was

seventeen who was crushing on a girl for quite a while, that is magical.This happiness, I carried

to my home as well.My mother was a surgeon, and father a sales consultant. Doesn't add up,

does it? Well they fell in love just after college.That's why when they saw me smiling for no

apparent reason, or chuckling under my breath, they didn't do anything about it. Instead all they

did was smile at each other, and ask me in the slyest tone possible, 'Do you know where

people go if they laugh for no reason?'They knew very well why I was smiling because when

they asked me how my first month of college went, all I told them about was you. "�"�"�Mid-August,

we were told to assemble at the dissection hall. Every year, before the next set of students

arrive, the hall is refurnished, new cadavers were added and the old ones were, well, I actually

don't know what happened to the old ones.Outside the hall, there was a sign that was too

difficult to miss, and on it were the words, 'THE HALL WHERE THE DEAD TEACH THE

LIVING'.The inside of the hall looked like one of those spaceships in Star Trek. There was a

metallic white that consumed the entirety of the hall, and there were two columns of stations,

which had an interactive monitor in the middle. But it was when we looked beyond the aesthetic

did we see where the hall got its name. Beside each station was a steel gurney, and on it,

human beings with their insides exposed. They were drenched in a solution called formalin

which is used to preserve dead tissue. There was no active bleeding nor any blood stains, but

make no mistake about it, the sight of the mottled brown organs from the neck until the genitals

was enough to make people drop like flies.And they did, most of them were girls but there was

one exception. A thin, spectacle-wearing boy named Ajay, swayed from side to side and fell

bottom first at your feet.All the guys were quick to start laughing, whereas you and the others

had helped him, slowly making him lie down on the floor. The professors came, gave him a

glass of water, and watching him take slow sips, Rudhra and I started laughing even more.At

the time, I had no idea that scrawny looking boy would be the man planning my bachelor

party.We were divided by our roll numbers, and though we were only ten numbers apart, it felt

like a whole lot more. You were at one end of the hall, and I was at the other. I couldn't see you

clearly from where I was, but you had a clear shot of me.I turned my focus towards the class,

and that's when my eyes began to water. Formalin is an irritant when exposed to air. Everyone

around me, including your friend Vidya, had a kerchief in their hands, and began to dab their

eyes.The class at that time was about the upper arm. I could not look at anything other than

the cadaver's face. It was well worn down with time—it was that of a man. His eyes were closed

yet his mouth was open, revealing a misshapen row of teeth. His body was dissected open,



and every day for a few months, I saw him. Sometimes, I would see the inside of his arms, the

inside of his stomach, his legs, and sometimes, even the parts in between them. I learnt about

gratitude that day—to be grateful to my parents, and to be loved by them. Because it was the

bodies that no one claimed that were most of the time donated to institutions like these. And

the very thought of that frightened me, to end up on a table being the subject of a lesson to a

bunch of seventeen year olds.I suppose I ended up leaning towards the existential part of the

dissection class, instead of its intended use, which was to learn anatomy.Your friend Vidya was

in my group, and even the boy who fainted, Ajay, was there as well. When he walked back in,

the professor asked him if he was okay, and all we did was laugh. To be clear, I still don't let

him hear the end of it, just like how he doesn't let me hear the end of my first conversation with

you.Ice Breaking sessions were what they were referred to as. At our college auditorium, we

were shuffled at random in such a way that each boy was chosen to talk to one girl with a

template of existing questions like 'Which school did you go to?' and 'Do you have any pets?'. It

was a way of familiarising us with the batch-mates we were going to spend more than five

years with. And this was something my friends and I couldn't control, because if we could, I

assure you we would’ve.And I was just one number away from celebrating, I was so nearly

close in being partnered with you but I was given the roll number after yours. It was

Sheetal.She was one of the few girls who were shorter than you, sported a boy cut most of the

time and always, always spoke in English no matter what. Some found her pretty—my friend

Saurab certainly did.We were scattered throughout the auditorium in pairs, each pair

separated by the other by a metre. Since there were more girls than guys, a few girls were

partnered with the same sex. And you were one of them, you were partnered with a girl called

Beulah.Just as I was scanning the auditorium for you, Sheetal started talking, 'Sorry I wasn't

the girl you wanted.'My attention immediately shifted.'What do you mean?''If I could exchange

with Meera, I would, you know?' she smiled'No, of course not. There's nothing going on

between us… I mean Meera, I don't know her well, I don't know who she is--' I was rambling,

and it was embarrassing.Sheetal kept smiling, and with every second I spoke, the more stupid I

sounded. I eventually asked her, 'How did you know?''Everyone does.' she saidI felt my insides

twist. 'Everyone? She does too?''She does.' Sheetal smiled, 'This is college Varun, even the

walls have ears.'She could read the anxiety clearly written all over my face, and I guess that

made her want to help. 'Listen, she's with Beulah and lucky for you, I happen to be Beulah's

friend. I will call her, ask her to go to the restroom, and you do, too.''You want me to follow

Beulah to the ladies room?' I asked, completely unaware of what I said.'What? No. Don't

blabber rubbish because you’re scared,’ she laughed. 'You go to YOUR restroom, and when

you walk out, take Beulah's place for she would've taken yours.'I was slowly nodding my

head.'Did you get it, Einstein?''Yes, yes,' I wanted to thank her, but it felt a bit offbeat with her.

She had a way of installing both comfort and an uneasiness at once when she spoke. I didn't

look into it. At that moment all I wanted was for her plan to work.It did. Beulah answered her

call, Sheetal laughed and told her the plan, Beulah walked to the restroom, I went, too, just a

few moments after and waited inside, ahead of the urinals, counting down the seconds to a

minute, and walked out.And there you were Meera, alone, standing in the corner of the

auditorium, with a hand on your hip, and your hips against the wall, looking out of the window.

You felt a presence approach, which wasn't Beulah, and you gently turned towards me. You

didn't say anything, your eyes manoeuvred through me, from my face, across my shirt, my belt,

my formals, to my shoes, and then it ran straight back up again and looked into my eyes.The

tension between us was palpable, and Meera, I was shaking.'I, umm, exchanged with Biliah,

hope you--''Beulah,' you said, 'Her name is Beulah.'Your voice was just like I imagined it to be—



soft, yet somewhere underneath that thin layer of gentleness, there was a sting that hid in plain

sight.'Right, Beulah. I exchanged with her.' My hands were all over the place, I didn't know

whether to point to where she was now or point to the restroom where we made the exchange,

I ended up pointing all over the place like a conductor to an orchestra. 'I hope you don't

mind.''What if I do?' your words slipped out of your tongue as though you had done this a

hundred times before.'Umm, I can go back if you'd like.' 'That'll just get everyone's attention

even more.' I knew what you meant, I could feel everyone looking, too.'Is this what you do

Varun? Survive on people's attention?' your lips straight, and your eyes relentlessly staring into

mine.'What? No!,' I said'You propose in the hunting ground. You get sent out of the lecture hall.

You never come for classes and spend your time uploading photos in malls and in the middle

of the highway. You laugh the loudest when your batch-mate faints and now, you pull this stunt

off in front of the entire batch.'Only you Meera, I swear only you could make me

speechless.'Say something, Varun. Or will you only talk if the seniors write your lines?'Silence

filled the air between us, and slowly, as delicately as you could, underneath the tension, pursed

your lips inward and revealed the slightest of smiles.'First time talking to a girl?' you asked.'No,

first time talking to you.'You raised an eyebrow, your smile widening a bit more. I didn't know

what I was doing, but I knew I was doing something right. I just wanted the conversation to

continue.'I didn't propose out of choice by the way, and the thing with Ajay fainting was just

funny.''He's a nice boy you know, doesn’t deserve to be tormented.''You speak to him?' I asked,

the touch of jealousy being evident.'He's in my bus.''Rudhra never told me that.' Fuck. That fine

line had been crossed again. I shut my eyes, and you asked the question.'Oh, so Rudhra’s

been reporting to you about me?'With my tongue pressed up against my teeth, I nodded.You

adjusted your stance and leaned back off the wall, still maintaining eye contact.'What else has

Rudhra said?''Nothing much, just the bare essentials. Don't get mad at him or anything.''That

depends, Varun. what else did he say?''He told me you danced, and that you were breathless

when I proposed to Vidya.''Oh!' you stressed on the sound. 'Interesting how he eavesdrops, he

must be very proud of that skill.'Then started a lifetime of me asking myself, why did I even tell

you the truth.Your smile disappeared. 'Remind me not to tell him my phone number then.'The

session ended seconds after that, and you were slowly walking away, but not before you spoke

to me again.'Study, Varun.''Huh?''You zone out in dissection halls. You run around playing

football. You don't pay attention during the classes, and you even end up bunking most of

them.''You noticed?' was my immediate response.You pursed your lips inward, smiled just a bit

more than before, and said, 'Find the right company and study. Everything else can come

afterwards.’

Mrs Athai, “Strongly recommend. Romantic and intense emotional campus story from a

Budding author. Many messages conveyed to young adults. Enjoyed it thoroughly ”

Khushboo Aneja, “An honest portrayal. When Varun met Meera is about that innocent first love,

campus relationship and a beautiful relationship that matures with time and patience. The story

is set in a medical college where Varun meets Meera and their relationship blooms. The best

part about the book is an honest revelation of what a relationship looks like in teenage. It's not

all rainbows and roses. It hits home because what Meera and Varun argue about is what any
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typical couple faces when in a relationship. It's a beautiful portrayal of a relationship, unlike

rosy romance books.But all is not well in Varun's and Meera's paradise, more than a love story

it's a story of grief and how it affects every single person related you. The author has done well

on both fronts. There is a little bit of Tamil without any translation which disrupted the flow.

There are a lot of medical terms and tour of a medical college which seemed unnecessary

given the narration style picked for both Varun and Meera were on the same campus and

experienced the same things.Other than a few hiccups the story works well and leaves you

aching for Varun and Meera and their love.”

Priya kaushik, “Campus love story with emotional rollercoaster. " when Varun Met Meera"

started with cute college love stories with few arguments, story was too real than any other

novel ( mostly have fantasies only ) but this novel sometym u want to leave in between bcz u

can't handle those emotions but u can't even leave one word of this bcz then u loss its beauty.

It's a package of everything emotions , plotting, characters, reality. This novel define the actual

meaning of move on ( In which we move one even we loved our people, still the void we feel for

our past is still there).Thank you so much for wonderful Package.”

Bharath, “A lovable, relatable and realistic love story.. Reallistically written. The author has

magic in his words. It will surely make us smile, blush, cry and what not. Definitely transports

us to Varun and Meera's world leaving us spellbound by the story of unconditional love,

friendship and family.”

Manvi Bansal, “An emotional rollercoaster. Definitely the best love story. It filled me upto the

brim with emotions. All my feelings are ineffable and I'm really overwhelmed. I felt so many

emotions, all at once”

The book by Ashwath Sezhian has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 11 people have provided feedback.
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